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Race your Word-Wyvern to Glory in

THE MEDIUM ÆVUM ESSAY PRIZE

Eligibility:

* Postgraduates and those recently graduated with  
a higher degree

* An essay, of no more than 8,000 words, on a topic  
within the range of interests of Medium Ævum,  
received by the annual deadline of the first  
Monday of December

The Prize includes:

* £500 cash
* Eligibility to be considered  

for publication in  
Medium Ævum 

Image: ‘Monk-Scribe astride a Wyvern’, 
(Magdeburg, Germany; mid-twelfth-

century). Reproduced by kind 
permission of the Metropolitan 

Museum of Art, New York.

Apply online, & all details, at: 
https://aevum.space/essayprize

(Medium Ævum Monographs N.S. XXXIV)

BY CLAUDIA BOSCOLO

is an anonymous fourteenth-century Franco-Italian
poem which defined a literary trend of the Renaissance. By transforming
the matter of Charlemagne’s conquest of Spain from stock epic into chivalric poem, its 
unknown Paduan author hybridi�ed the medieval with classical
sources, references to the Breton romances, and European understandings of medieval
Islam. This study traces the major influences upon this important work of art against 
the backdrop of early fourteenth-century Northern Italian politics and the Visconti 
court, where it was probably composed. It examines the poem’s gradual weakening of 
the figure of Charlemagne as a reflection, above all, of the diplomatic and military 
tensions between France and the early rulers of Milan.

Paperback (ISBN: 978-0-907570-34-9) List Price £19.99
Hardback (ISBN: 978-0-907570-33-2) List Price £29.99 

E-Book (ISBN: 978-0-907570-35-6) List Price £14.99
(Society members half price).

�Medium Æ�um Monograp�s N�S� ��XV�

EDITED BY ELI�ABETH ROBINSON

This study creates new groupings for a range of vernacular confessionalff
prayers from the tenth and eleventh centuries, thereby revealing not only
key divergences but the even more striking parallels in their English 
phrases � phrases doubtless familiar to their intended readers or reciters, which would 
have helped them in confessing or meditating upon their sins. Each edited text is 
provided with notes and there is an extensive glossary. The manuscript context of each 
prayer is examined in detail to consider how far this throws any light on the expected 
usage. Where known, the Latin original which lies behind the text is supplied, 
demonstrating how closely or freely the original translator (and perhaps others 
intervening in the text here printed) followed the Latin.

Buy at http://aevum.space/monographs (postage is £4.99 worldwide for orders 
of up to 5 books; sterling and other currencies accepted), or all good bookshops. 
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Paperback (ISBN: 978-0-907570-40-0) List Price £19.99
Hardback (ISBN: 978-0-907570-42-4) List Price £29.99 

E-Book (ISBN: 978-0-907570-59-2) List Price £14.99
(Society members half price).

Remorse and Entreaty: An Edition of some Vernacular 
Confessional Prayers in Anglo-Saxon Manuscripts

L'Entrée d'Espagne: Context and Authorship at the 
Origins of the Italian Chivalric Epic

Submission deadline: 1 December every year.
For more details and to apply, visit: aevum.space�essaypri�e 

Postgraduates and those recently 
graduated with a higher degree are invited to 

submit an essay, of no more than 8000 words, 
on a topic that falls within the range of the 

in the medieval period.

The winning essay will
also be considered for
publication in

(subject to its usual
 editorial procedures).

*The winner of the 2018 competition will receive
a cash prize of £500, together with £250 for any

books available from Bennett & Kerr Booksellers
(including any from the Society’s own catalogue), &

owards conference  attendance.

2019 WINNER

We are delighted to announce

 (University of )

for ��� �����
� ’’

     interests of 

(Medium Ævum Monographs N.S. XXXVII)

EDITED BY DONALD PRUDLO

Peter of Verona (Petrus Martyr) is a critical bridge between the
founding generation of the Dominican Order and its achievements in the schools of the late 
13th century.  A dynamic preacher and peacemaker, Peter was intimately involved in the
anti-heretical efforts of his order and of the papacy.  The Summa contra hereticos, here edited 
and translated for the first time, is a product of the initial flush of Dominican efforts in 
academic work, dating between 1235-1238. The introduction to this work attempts to 
establish Peter's authorship as strongly as possible. The text testifies to the efforts of the 
Church in defense of orthodoxy in the early 1200s, as well providing insight into the nature
of the friars' intellectual project at that time. Fiercely polemical, it reads as if the author 
certainly had first-hand knowledge of the struggles. It represents a significant window into 
Dominican life between the early foundation and the work of Albert and Thomas.

Paperback (ISBN: 978-0-907570-77-6) List Price £29.99
Hardback (ISBN: 978-0-907570-51-6) List Price £39.99 

E-Book (ISBN: 978-0-907570-67-7) List Price £14.99

(Society members: print books half list price, & e-books free)

�Medium Æ�um Monograp�s N�S� ��XVI�

EDITED BY LESLIE C. BROOK

Heloise's personal reply to Abelard's 'letter to a friend', the very public
Historia calamitatum, began an exchange of epistles between the 
former lovers, by turns tender, practical and theological, and which only began to be 
circulated in the late thirteenth century, eventually attracting the attention of the 
accomplished translator and poet, Jean de Meun. Leslie Brook's edition of this French 
translation provides a reading text through a comparison with the Latin original and 
correction of obvious errors of the single manuscript witness.

Buy at https://aevum.space/monographs (postage is £4.99 worldwide for orders 
of up to 5 books; sterling and other currencies accepted), or all good bookshops. 
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Paperback (ISBN: 978-0-907570-61-5) List Price £19.99
Hardback (ISBN: 978-0-907570-62-3)List Price £29.99 

E-Book (ISBN: 978-0-907570-65-8) List Price £14.99

2020 COMPETITION

Jeun de Meun's Translation of the
Letters of Abelard and Heloise

Summa contra hereticos 
ad Petrum Martyrem attributa
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(Magdeburg, Germany; mid-twelfth-

century). Reproduced by kind
 permission of the Metropolitan

 Museum of Art, New York. 
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Submission deadline: 
1 December every year

Each year, postgraduates and those with a higher 
degree are invited to submit an essay, of no more 
than 8,000 words, on a topic that falls within the 
range of the interests of Medium Ævum in the 
medieval period. 

The Prize includes:

* consideration of the
   winning entry for
   publication in
Medium Ævum

* £500 cash

* £250 for conference
attendance
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& Kerr
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(Medium Ævum Monographs N.S. XXXIV)

BY CLAUDIA BOSCOLO

is an anonymous fourteenth-century Franco-Italian
poem which defined a literary trend of the Renaissance. By transforming
the matter of Charlemagne’s conquest of Spain from stock epic into chivalric poem, its 
unknown Paduan author hybridi�ed the medieval with classical
sources, references to the Breton romances, and European understandings of medieval
Islam. This study traces the major influences upon this important work of art against 
the backdrop of early fourteenth-century Northern Italian politics and the Visconti 
court, where it was probably composed. It examines the poem’s gradual weakening of 
the figure of Charlemagne as a reflection, above all, of the diplomatic and military 
tensions between France and the early rulers of Milan.

Paperback (ISBN: 978-0-907570-34-9) List Price £19.99
Hardback (ISBN: 978-0-907570-33-2) List Price £29.99 

E-Book (ISBN: 978-0-907570-35-6) List Price £14.99
(Society members half price).

�Medium Æ�um Monograp�s N�S� ��XV�

EDITED BY ELI�ABETH ROBINSON

This study creates new groupings for a range of vernacular confessionalff
prayers from the tenth and eleventh centuries, thereby revealing not only
key divergences but the even more striking parallels in their English 
phrases � phrases doubtless familiar to their intended readers or reciters, which would 
have helped them in confessing or meditating upon their sins. Each edited text is 
provided with notes and there is an extensive glossary. The manuscript context of each 
prayer is examined in detail to consider how far this throws any light on the expected 
usage. Where known, the Latin original which lies behind the text is supplied, 
demonstrating how closely or freely the original translator (and perhaps others 
intervening in the text here printed) followed the Latin.

Buy at http://aevum.space/monographs (postage is £4.99 worldwide for orders 
of up to 5 books; sterling and other currencies accepted), or all good bookshops. 
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Paperback (ISBN: 978-0-907570-40-0) List Price £19.99
Hardback (ISBN: 978-0-907570-42-4) List Price £29.99 

E-Book (ISBN: 978-0-907570-59-2) List Price £14.99
(Society members half price).

Remorse and Entreaty: An Edition of some Vernacular 
Confessional Prayers in Anglo-Saxon Manuscripts

L'Entrée d'Espagne: Context and Authorship at the 
Origins of the Italian Chivalric Epic

Submission deadline: 1 December every year.
For more details and to apply, visit: aevum.space�essaypri�e 

Postgraduates and those recently 
graduated with a higher degree are invited to 

submit an essay, of no more than 8000 words, 
on a topic that falls within the range of the 

in the medieval period.

The winning essay will
also be considered for
publication in

(subject to its usual
 editorial procedures).

*The winner of the 2018 competition will receive
a cash prize of £500, together with £250 for any

books available from Bennett & Kerr Booksellers
(including any from the Society’s own catalogue), &

owards conference  attendance.

2019 WINNER

We are delighted to announce

 (University of )

for ��� �����
� ’’

     interests of 

(Medium Ævum Monographs N.S. XLIII)

Paperback (ISBN: 978-1-911694-12-0) List Price £24.99
Hardback (ISBN: 978-1-911694-13-7) List Price £39.99

(Society members: print books half list price, & e-books free)

Buy at https://aevum.space/monographs (postage is £4.99 worldwide for orders of up to 
5 book�; sterling and other currencies accepted), or at all good bookshops.
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Dark Archives, Vol. I: Voyages into the Medieval
Unread & Unreadable, 2019-2021

Image:  'Monk-Scribe astride a Wyvern',
(Magdeburg, Germany; mid-twelfth-

century). Reproduced by kind
permission of the Metropolitan

 Museum of Art, New York.

MEDIUM ÆVUM ESSAY PRIZE

Apply online, & all details, at: 
https://aevum.space/essayprize

Submission deadline: 
1 December every year

Each year, postgraduates and those with a higher 
degree are invited to submit an essay, of no more 
than 8,000 words, on a topic that falls within the 
range of the interests of Medium Ævum in the 
medieval period. 

The Prize includes:

* consideration of the
   winning entry for
   publication in
Medium Ævum

* £500 cash

* £250 for conference
attendance

* £250 for any books
from Bennett
& Kerr
Booksellers

(Medium Ævum Monographs N.S. XLIV)

EDITED BY TADASHI KOTAKE

This study presents an edition of Farman’s Old English interlinear gloss (Rushworth One) in 
Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Auct. D. 2. 19 (The Rushworth, or MacRegol, Gospels). The 
edition, which is designed to be used together with online facsimiles of the manuscript (from 
the Digital Bodleian), prints both the Latin text and the Old English glosses, along with a 
critical apparatus collating the Latin text with standard editions of the Vulgate Gospels and 
with the Lindisfarne Gospels. The introduction discusses the history of the manuscript and
then presents a detailed examination of Farman’s gloss, focused on its textual, linguistic and 
palaeographical features.The edited texts are followed by a full commentary and a glossary.

Rushworth One: An Edition of Farman's Old English
Interlinear Gloss to the Rushworth Gospels

E-Book (PDF and EPub format)      List Price £9.99
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EDITED BY STEPHEN PINK & ANTHONY JOHN LAPPIN  

The handwritten records of the medieval era remain overwhelmingly dark - unread and 
unreadable - confining modern scholarship to a tiny fraction of their totality. Yet this 
constraint is fast disappearing as a range of new technologies transform our understanding of 
the Dark Archives and thus of the 'medieval' itself, to an extent unseen since the European 
invention of movable type and voyages of discovery. These Proceedings present the first 
overview of the emergent field of Dark Archives studies and its framing questions: just how 
large is the totality of medieval writing and its interrelations (or 'Graphosphere'), extant and 
destroyed, and what materials is it composed of? What digital technologies are emerging to 
scan, transcribe and order this totality, a task otherwise beyond uncountable human scholarly 
lifetimes? More broadly: what of the physical record can, cannot, or can only be captured 
digitally? What worlds of scholarship and knowledge might we build upon a fully-mapped 
Graphosphere? Our pioneering contributors present the wealth of approaches now being 
marshalled in quest of answers, from manuscript statistics, the reconstruction of lost 
documents, fragmentology, optical character recognition, crowdsourcing and spectrography, 
to the metaphysics of knowledge and of the archive.

Paperback (ISBN: 978-1-911694-15-1) List Price £24.99
Hardback (ISBN: 978-1-911694-16-8) List Price £39.99
E-Book (PDF and EPub format)      List Price £9.99
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Suffice it to note that the Académie des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres has awarded 
its first Médaille des Antiquités de la France to her for this book. The honour 
is well deserved. 

Yale University ALASTAIR MINNIS
University of York

Patrizia Grimaldi Pizzorno, Dopo la peste: Desiderio e Ragione nella Decima 
Giornata del Decameron, Biblioteca di «Lettere italiane», Studi e testi 0 
(Florence: Olschki, 2021). 12 pp. ISBN 97--222-613-6. 20.00.

Despite Boccaccio’s resolution of basing the novelle of the 10th giornata of 
the Decameron on the theme of liberality (magnificenza), Patrizio Grimaldi 
Pizzorno has dedicated this monograph to the thesis that the true moral centre of 
the last giornata is, instead, prudence. Intended as a dianoetic virtue, prudenza is 
that practical and situational wisdom connected to rationality (ragione) and 
thought that considers the consequences of acting in the communitas, evaluates 
the means, and determines how the virtues must be implemented in practice to 
flourish in the life of relationship given the achievement of everyone’s purpose 
and well-being.
 The book is divided into six chapters. The first chapter, which occupies one-
third of the whole book, has a programmatic goal: it serves as an introduction 
for the following sections, and it also provides the readers with the philosophical 
background and knowledge useful to follow the author through the rest of 
the study. Moving from Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics, it is pointed out that 
Boccaccio often alludes to a virtuous relationship between desire (desiderio) and 
reason (ragione) or, better, to a positive view of desire as long as it is tempered 
with reason: desire is a powerful driving force for human beings and, when 
mitigated with prudence, has very positive effects.
 The second chapter tackles the first novella (Ruggieri de’ Figiovanni). Grimaldi 
Pizzorno intends to demonstrate that the analysis of the reasons for the knight’s 
rage against the king shows that the true meaning of the story is not just the 
simple realization of liberality (such is the proposition of Neifile, who tells it), 
but the nature itself of desire and the passions that break the connection between 
prudence and moral virtues. Through several references to Arthurian literature, 
the author reflects on the theme of courtesy and loyalty, values that were quite 
outdated in the merchants’ ethos in which Boccaccio was immersed.
 The third chapter is dedicated to the second novella (Ghino di Tacco), in 
which the protagonist does not reach virtue thanks to the intervention of reason 
(as in the former novella), but thanks to a miracle. This marvel is performed 
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directly by Ghino, who by doing it does the will of God, and becomes therefore 
a mediator of the supernatural. Moving from this assumption, and referring 
back to Michelangelo Picone’s studies, Grimaldi Pizzorno then suggests that 
the matter is not as linear as it might seem and that Ghino is at the same time 
means of the will of God and minion of the devil.
 The fourth chapter focusus on the third novella (Natan and Mitridanes): 
here, the realization of virtuous fulfillment is described as the result of a painful 
interior process that, starting from passion, reaches auto-conscience through 
reason’s intervention. According to a dynamics already pointed out for the other 
two novelle, the author observes that the lordship–servitude relationship presides 
over the dialectics of desire and develops into the strife for recognition.
 The fifth chapter deals with the fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh novelle. The fil 
rouge between them is the theme of love as destructive eros (incontinentia), as a 
search for pleasure that starts from the lowest level of the soul and is potentially 
uncontrollable for reason (such as in the novelle of the fourth giornata). The 
plot is the same for each story: the protagonists reach the conscience of virtue 
through a specific learning process aimed at transforming the nature itself of 
desire, from low longing for erotic satisfaction to honest and detached love.
 The last chapter, dedicated to the last novelle, carries on with the same 
demonstration as the former one. Of particular interest is the reasoning around 
the last novella, the one about Griselda, in which Dioneo takes the reader back 
to the world of sensuality and carnal transgression. After nine exemplars and 
edifying tales, it is the true meaning of the Decameron, and of its purgatorial 
space and time, to turn back to the world of men and (also) of sin.

Università degli Studi della Tuscia STEFANO PEZZÈ 
Ca’ Foscari University of Venice

Louise Campion, Cushions, Kitchens and Christ: Mapping the Domestic in Late 
Medieval Religious Writing, Religion and Culture in the Middle Ages (Cardiff: 
University of Wales Press, 2022). xvii + 10 pp. ISBN 97-1-763-30-. 
£70.00.

Later medieval England experienced what has been described as an explosion of 
writing in the vernacular: Middle English translations of Latin religious texts were 
among those newly made available to non-Latinate and lay – and so also often 
female – readers. Louise Campion’s Cushions, Kitchens and Christ: Mapping the 
Domestic in Late Medieval Religious Writing makes a valuable contribution to our 
understanding of these vernacular writings and their readers by demonstrating the 
significance of changes also under way in domestic culture to them. Focusing on 




